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Hello Everyone, 

With the deadline for a more suitable Dust Abatement plan quickly approaching us there is obviously
going to parts of the purposed plan that some agree with and parts that many will disagree with. I myself
am nervous to hear this new purposed plan after seeing the amount of closures and acres taken in the
prior plan that was "scratched" and sent to be revamped at the last APCD meeting. There is a lot of talk
about dust be it silica or the plums that are now the complaint after the Silica dust myth has been crushed
with the exposure of withheld information in the APCD studies.

Another question or more less a concern is the use of the statement "return the dunes back to their
natural state from the 1930's"  well the state of the dunes in that time had very little vegetation and was
filled with people on horse drawn buggies or motor vehicles with actual photos going back to 1905 to
prove this. The only things that have changed since then is the growth of the area, the park popularity and
the vehicle type. Now with the growth of the area be it Pismo, Oceano, Grover, Arroyo, Nipomo one thing
is for sure the dunes have been there for at least 118 years. In 2005 there was developer, Shea Homes,
that decided Nipomo would be a lovely place to build a retirement community with 1350 homes ranging in
price of low $500 thousand to the LOW one million dollars that drew person(s) and retirees from within
the state to out of state making this location a desirable spot to retire. Now looking back to when this
"dust" complaint or issue started I have found that they started coming along with the development of this
community project and to me that seems a little coincidental. 

Well in many studies since then there has been NO distinguishing facts that prove "this" came from "that"
but the park being large in size and upwind from the project or now established community has become
an easy target for these allocations of health issues, now you all are aware that in the state of California
builders and developers of any type have to by law disclose any and all possible hazards in the
surrounding area and this builder did so and the representative was at the last APCD meeting and spoke
about that same matter and stated these residents were aware of the dusty conditions in the area. Many
of the residents also stating themselves they were aware and singed and agreed to the article pertaining
to that during their home purchase. So why are you trying to close this place that millions use? I'll tell you
why it's to satisfy your greedy needs for private beaches that is driven off political agenda and dirty
money and myself and many others are not going to sit on the side lines and let this type of bullying take
place any longer that will remove public lands from public hands!

Now as far as the Ohv park goes I do wish the director of parks would look for assistance from the higher
in command to STOP the APCD from throwing its weight around without any consequences, because lets
be real these dunes have been there for generations! The same location the same wind the same sand,
my Ohv vehicle registration states on the bottom of it "your vehicle fee helps fund California's off highway
vehicle program" that program includes legal places to ride, maintaining trails for safe riding, staff
assistance regarding current laws and maps, and MANAGEMENT THAT SAFEGUARDS YOUR RIGHT
TO RIDE TODAY AND TOMORROW it says nothing of bending over and letting the APCD or the C.C.C.
have their way that overrides the state and manages parks or areas by closing them because lets face it
closure is the easiest way of management for these groups of people, the area that was closed in 1982
was closed to make it a Refuge for wildlife well that isn't working out to great because numbers have
shown an increase in wildlife growth within the Ohv park 

With that being said I hope you all WAKE UP and see the underlining truth and see and hear the lies that
are told under oath to close this park more and more every day. I'll see you all at the April 30th meeting
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because this is something that I'm going to fight for, for myself and many others and generations to
come.        

                -Anthony T. Andre-


